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Cyflwyniad

Mae’n bleser gennyf eich gyflwyno ein Graddedigion 2014 i chi. 

Arddangosfa’r Israddedigion yw pinacl cyflawniadau’r myfyrwyr Anrhydedd 

Sengl a Chyfun dros gyfnod o dair blynedd o astudio; cyflawnwyd y gwaith a 

welwch yng nghyd-destun un modiwl yn eu blwyddyn derfynol. Gofynnwyd 

i’r myfyrwyr gynhyrchu dilyniant o weithiau i ddangos ffrwyth aeddfed eu 

hastudiaethau. I’r uwchraddedigion, hon yw’r gyntaf o ddwy arddangosfa, a’r 

bwriad yw i hon fod yn ddatganiad dros-dro o’u datblygiad. Yn achos Alison 

Pierse, hon yw ei hail arddangosfa Meistr, ac y mae felly yn cynrychioli ffrwyth 

terfynol ei hastudiaethau hi. Mae’r gwaith a ddangosir yn tystio i safon uchel 

barhaus gwaith ein myfyrwyr: mae’r cyfoeth a’r amrywiaeth yn adlewyrchiad 

o’u hegni a’u brwdfrydedd.

Yn olaf, hoffwn gymryd y cyfle i ddiolch i holl staff yr Ysgol Gelf, yn staff dysgu a staff 

ategol, rhan-amser ac amser llawn, am eu gwaith caled a’u hymroddiad parhaus.

Robert Meyrick 
Pennaeth yr Ysgol



Introduction

I am delighted to introduce to you our Graduates and Postgraduates of 2014. With 
81 exhibiting undergraduates and 10 postgraduates, this is the largest degree show 
ever to be staged at the School of Art. It is fitting to mark that this exhibition sees 
the last generation of students to graduate with a Joint Honours degree in Fine Art 
and Geography and in Fine Art and Mathematics, two schemes that were unique to 
Aberystwyth and now discontinued.

The undergraduate exhibition represents the high point of Single and Joint Honours 
students’ achievement over three years of study; the work you see here was 
executed in the context of one module in their final year. Students were required 
to produce a continuity of works that demonstrate a resolution of their studies. 
For postgraduates, however, it is one of two exhibitions they stage throughout 
their studentship. The work exhibited attests to the continued high standard of 
achievement our students: the richness and diversity of the work demonstrating 
their energy and enthusiasm.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the School’s teaching and support 
staff, full- and part-time, for their continued hard work and commitment -- not least 
among them Phil Garratt who has organised both exhibition and catalogue.

We join to wish our students all the very best in their future careers.

Professor Robert Meyrick

Head of School





Uwchraddedig
Postgraduate



Rachel Dunlop    

MA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf / MA Fine Art and Art History

In my paintings I capture transient, fleeting and solitary moments that happen 

in the landscape.  It is these ‘minimal moments’, such as the placement of a 

cloud on a hill or the colours in the sky when the sun is about to set, which 

inspire me to paint.  In an impressionistic way, I chase after capturing the 

‘essence’ of the Welsh landscape.

My paintings rely heavily on a combination of instinct and memory as well as 

direct experience and observation.

Through gestural and painterly mark-making, I constantly respond to forms, 

layers and colours to construct an experimental landscape that often balances 

somewhere between the realms of figuration and abstraction.

Untitled, acrylic on canvas



Carly Donna Evans     

MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

I am interested in where realms meet: memory and thought with external 

space, land to sky, and presence and departure.  

Some things in the work are tangible, where as others are not - they could be 

wasps or dust particles or birds or stardust. The scale of what the work presents, 

is also crucial. It may be minute and cellular or enormous, like galaxies.       

The physicality of the work, which is often large and uninhibited by the edges 

of the paper, poses debate on the formal issues of ground and object. Where 

does the ground begin and end? Are marks just objects within pictorial space? 

Untitled (detail), mixed media on paper, 105x230



James Zann George     

MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

In my paintings I have been trying to represent the tipping point between 

abstraction and the literal.

Untitled, oil on paper, 8x8



Rachel Green     

MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

The discovery and presentation of the found image can be a catalyst for 

exploring the personal perspective behind why the photograph has been 

taken in the first place. This material artefact is an echo from the past, a 

reflection of an individual’s experiences and persona. Created as a permanent 

relic, it ironically underscores the fact of the sitters own mortality. By working 

with these found images I am both acknowledging their memorial state but 

also giving a new meaning to the trace on the glass plate.

In Memoriam, glass plate negative, 21x16



Keri Hanson    

MA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf / MA Fine Art and Art History

The night, being devoid of clarity, induces fear. We fear that which we cannot 

see; what may or may not be hidden in the shadows. Night photography 

opens our eyes to alternative views of a landscape we are already familiar with. 

A park’s path in the daylight appears inviting and peaceful, but that same path 

when photographed at night is indistinct and vague. The camera captures 

these obscure moments and either elicits wariness or for some, curiosity.

Blaze, digital print, 13x18



Maddy Maggs     

MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

This Too Shall Pass (2014)

In order to document the room, I must first describe it. I must describe 

the lumps and bumps of it, the lesions and scars of it, the grazes and 

imperfections of it, the torn skin of it and what lies underneath, the brown 

furry-textured dermis of it. The fragile, mottled surface of it, transparent 

in places, textured but always white. The piercings, markings, ink-stained 

surfaces. The dents, cracks, scratches, spots, gouges and the cosmetic 

additions, the splotches, edges, bulges. The dirt and score lines, the jagged 

epidermal tears. The adornments applied to it, dug into it. The crusting layers. 

This Too Shall Pass, installation



Otto    

MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

Most of my artworks begin in the form of automatic writing; Shapes, symbols, 

lines and implied movement all become a ground upon which thoughts can 

be summoned forth.  All ideas already exist somewhere in an ethereal form, 

they just need an artist to coax them into this 3td dimensional plane.

I have found that by allowing a drawing to grow without my influencing its 

content that it is possible for novel combinations of ideas to coalesce. I feel 

that my works are most successful if I am surprised by the final outcome.

A Gathering of the Council, pigment liner, 55x35



Trish Tolentino     

MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

On Paul Nash’s first encounter with the Stones at Avebury, Ruth Clark states that:

“His response was to the drama of the stones themselves in this quiet setting; 

he long contemplated the great mass of their forms, their aloofness, their 

majesty, the shadows they cast on the grass, the loveliness of their harsh 

surfaces and the tenderness of their colouring.”                                                                                     

Nash’s engaged reaction is one that I share in relation to my encounter with 

the megaliths of Cader Idris. Seemingly eternal, they mark the passage of our 

years, standing as markers of our own transience.

Standing Stone, Cader Idris, silver gelatin print, 18x13



Tom  Voyce     

MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

The work I have selected for this show is taken from a series entitled ‘In Transit’. 

Working mostly on board, I aim to capture the moment or snapshot of a 

place. These places have only been visited momentarily, often seen from a bus 

window, station platform or street pavement during a period of travel from 

one place to another. 

Resulting from primary sketches and memory that has distorted over time 

– the constructed landscapes are often based on mundane ‘non-places’ like 

airports or railway stations, townscapes and roads, yet catch my eye during 

those moments – and allow me to develop them further later on. 

The construction of these works is as much about the discovery of my own 

working process and finding pleasure in the visual outcome as it is about the 

subject matter.  From the scale to the actual image, the aim has been to create 

artworks that embody an empathy with that once visited yet non-existent place. 

In Transit- Rome, oil on board, 22x17



Kim Whitby     

MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

How do we experience landscape: in single static image, or as something 

much more fleeting?  I have been exploring these ideas about landscape, 

and how human actions have affected it. The former naval airbase HMS 

Daedalus in Hampshire, a place of historical naval significance, is a shadow 

of its previous self. It has no natural topography and is relentlessly flat. The 

natural rhythm of the landscape is punctuated by man-made street furniture 

and structures. The airbase remains detached from the everyday observer by 

fencing, creating an intriguing contemporary landscape with a pronounced 

historical resonance and a linear and horizontal perspective. 

Daedalus (detail), oil on canvas, 20x20
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Undergraduate



Climbing, polymer clay and acrylic, 42x30

Laura Abbott       

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Michelangelo once observed, ‘I saw the angel in the marble and carved until 

I set him free’.  I have drawn for as long as I can remember, trying to create a 

reality from my imagination. Now, through sculpting Welsh folklore-inspired 

mythical beings, I feel I’m even closer to this reality.



Elizabeth Taylor, acrylic on canvas, 51x76

Francesca Apichella      

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I start with a blank canvas flat on a table. There is a moment where I visualise 

all the possibilities. I listen to music and flick through magazines to find 

inspiration. Then I start. I squeeze paint onto the canvas, or a baking tray.  I 

move the paint around, blend colours, create lines and shapes. I love organic 

shapes, and colours. My work is a celebration as well as a mourning of the 

broken, deficient world we live in. Through my work I attempt to illustrate the 

redemptive power of unconditional love through the numinous, and bring a 

sense of hope. 



Untitled, digital photographic print, 30x42

Sara Barrow        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

‘From its inception, fashion – and the way it has been illustrated in 

photographs – has both inspired and perpetuated an unattainable dream.’ 

Catherine Chermayeff

The focus of my work is based on dream-like literature presented in an 

editorial style and format. Stories are widely interpreted by all, and we each 

formulate our own dreams often inspired by the stories we have heard. 

Therefore, within my own pieces, I attempt to grasp the ‘unattainable dream’ 

and bring it to the foreground of reality.



Blue, Purple and Grey, acrylic on canvas, 120x100

Owen Barry       

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Images are fleeting, and we live in an age where most of us view the world 

through a camera screen trying to capture them. We are more intent on 

recording every moment than about experiencing it. In my painting, I try to 

render a visual memory of a landscape -- through colour, gesture, paint, and 

the scale -- one that is unique to my vision of the world and which cannot be 

captured through photography.



The Bright Field, spit bite etching, 42x60

Kristy Blackwell        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Landscape is constant. Untamable and unrelenting, that which seems 

transient is more permanent than us.

 ‘The Bright Field’ by R. S. Thomas

    I have seen the sun break through

    to illuminate a small field

    for a while, and gone my way

    and forgotten it. But that was the

    pearl of great price, the one field that had

    treasure in it. I realise now

    that I must give all that I have

    to possess it. Life is not hurrying

 

    on to a receding future, nor hankering after

    an imagined past. It is the turning

    aside like Moses to the miracle

    of the lit bush, to a brightness

    that seemed as transitory as your youth

    once, but is the eternity that awaits you.



A Journey of Water and Time, lithography and monoprint, 28x76

Amanda Botha        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

A Journey of Water and Time

My work is inspired by the three states of water, as liquid, solid and vapour.

Through lithography, the movement of water and the effect it has on its 

surroundings, as it journeys across landmarks like Victoria Falls forms the focus of 

my abstract creations. As Leonardo Da Vinci so perfectly expressed in his quote, 

“Water is the driving force of all nature.” I truly believe that water is like an evolving 

spirit, ever changing within its surroundings and bringing life to the universe.



Storm Damage, sandpaper aquatint, 21x30

Holly Brookes         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I am a printmaker with a passion for the natural world. My current body of work 

focuses upon the contrasting themes of beauty and brutality which I believe 

exist simultaneously in nature. I draw my subject matter exclusively from my 

own experiences of beachcombing at Borth, as a consequence each of my 

aquatints is rooted in reality. Through my work I hope to question the pastoral 

idealisation of nature as an innocent rural idyll. Instead I reveal it as an unbound 

wilderness; a chaos of existence where the only governing rules are the 

fundamentals of birth, life and death.  A spark of light in an eternity of darkness.



Untitled (detail), linocut, 220x40

Emily Burgoyne        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Through my artwork I explore the idea of a sense of place. Using buildings 

from Aberystwyth I arrange them to create my own scene. Incorporating 

a subtle change from night to day to create a distinctive blend of building 

and sky. This generates a contrast between the familiar and the unfamiliar.  I 

encourage the viewer to explore my artwork, to discover details and colours 

from everyday life that change in the passing of day to night. My aim is to take 

the viewer on an enjoyable and atmospheric journey. 



Alyx the Slayer, digital painting, 30x30

Luke Candler         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Science fiction and the realms of fantasy have always interested me.  These 

fictional worlds, the product of another’s creative mind, have inspired me 

to draw and design my own imaginary realms. While I have always sought 

to create my own peoples, places and objects, I have endeavoured to 

create things that are more than what is possible in real life - be it futuristic 

technology or demonic corruption.  I find this art impressive in its creation as 

well as for the skills required to create it. I see art as a way for creative people 

to realise their dreams and thoughts, in turn allowing others to dream and 

imagine themselves. 



Unsettled, medium format photograph, 30x30

Shirley Chan        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

A dramatic change of location can really affect a person’s emotions. Originally 

from the Midlands, I have explored my feelings towards an unfamiliar place, 

Aberystwyth. In the photographs, the town is on the hinterland of my vision, 

visually situated in the distance, obscured by foliage. The foreground is 

haunted by the presence of a figure, a representation of my own struggle to 

adjust to this new environment.



Pictorial Space, acrylic on wood, 244x244x244

Lucia Cherata        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

The work examines the visual complexity of forms in space, and the interplay 

between matter and void, order and disorder, and colour and light. Natural 

light is inconstant and unstable. Its intensity, quality, and temperature, along 

with the character of its shadow and reflection off the surface of things, 

are transient variable, and mobile. These phenomena are inseparable from 

pictorial space, inside which the viewer is no longer an observer but, rather, a 

significant component. 



Point of entry, graphite on paper, 30x20

Lilian Chuchu         

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Mathmateg / BA Fine Art and Maths 

Text, animation and sound explore everyday mundane procedures; routines 

practiced without much thought or consideration. Through drawing, 

recording and repeating these banal activities I am extracting and isolating 

them from the ordinary. I invite the audience into intimate and private spaces 

where motion is both predictable and perpetual in order to create a portrait 

that is both common and particular.



Bleddfa; the place of the wolf, lithograph with monoprint 54x76

Sophy Corness         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Inspired by my love of the Welsh countryside, my aim is to depict the place 

where I live, work and love, as a transfiguring landscape - ephemeral, gritty 

and ever changing.

I am interested in how the landscape moves, develops and erodes 

according to the weather conditions and light. The intention is that my 

prints portray a particular mood or feeling that is unique to the landscape 

in Wales and the Borderlands.

Using random mark-making to depict hills and mountains, I work into this, 

developing tonal qualities and combining layers of ink with handmade, 

natural paper to show distance and depth.



Aberystwyth in August, digital print

Audrey Curl        

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Llenyddiaeth Saesneg/ BA Fine Art and English Literature

I may have only lived in Aberystwyth for three years but how quickly I 

have fallen in love with this town’s many quirky charms! A colourful place 

throughout the year, its character motivated me to design an illustrated 

calendar. My stencilled illustrations are heavily inspired by 1950s graphics - 

from children’s storybooks to commercial design and advertising. Using digital 

technologies, I updated and expanded upon traditional screen printing and 

pochoir techniques. I like my illustrations to be fun, colourful and packed with 

interesting characters. I believe the combination of imaginative storytelling 

and a distinctive, original style is what brings life to my pictures.



Bran and his wolf, watercolour, 49x41

Scarlett Daniel        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I have always been passionate about literature as well as art.  After working 

in a bookstore last year, my interest in books has grown. Becoming a book 

illustrator or graphic novelist is a career that I have often considered. ‘A Game 

Of Thrones’ by George R R Martin is so rich in visual description and depth that 

every part of this project was exciting and fulfilling. Working on this project 

has been a huge learning curve and an incredible experience.



Beddgelert 016, acrylic, 46x122

Alanya-May Drysdale          

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

All my paintings go through the same process, a process I have developed 

over my time here in Aberystwyth. Exploring the Welsh landscape just waiting 

for the colours, textures and shapes to catch my attention and inspire me. 

My paintings are created from a mixture of my detailed notes, sketches and 

my own memory of being in the landscape. Manipulating the paint through 

different techniques allows me to depict the landscape I admire.



Getting better, diptych, acrylic and oil on two canvases, 170x210 (detail)

Emily Dyble-Kitchin         

BA Celfyddyd Gain ac Astudiaethau Drama a Theatr /  
BA Fine Art and Drama and Theatre Studies

‘In the innermost recesses of humanism, as its very soul, there rages a frantic 

prisoner…’ Theodore Adorno 

Capacity to communicate makes us social beings. Communication appears 

a life-long learnt performance. In echoes that evolve across time and space, 

people perform their socialisation.

It seems a mutually dehumanising crime to deny another’s participation 

within these cycles of interaction. Simultaneously, it is, perhaps, a denial of 

innate integrity to cocoon oneself from the web of responsibility that they 

inevitably establish; by our very nature we forge the chains that bind us within 

our self-perpetuating social-machine.

Minima Moralia: Reflections On A Damaged Life, (1951).



Phantasies Series, medium format film photography, 24x24

Katrina Evans         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I wanted to be free; I wanted the grass and mud between the toes, the 

sound of the rushing river, and stillness of death; soft pale delicate skin in the 

depths of a winter forest. The magic and darkness of a Grimm’s fairy tale. The 

loneliness of a forgotten person, the sadness of a broken heart. Developing 

on from previous work (based on a recurring dream I’ve had since a child) I 

have delved into a surreal dream world, making ambiguous representations of 

the natural world and our connection to it. Experiments used film and double 

exposure as well as Polaroid. 



Because of Hair: the dichotomy of culture and identity, film

Chinasa Vivian Ezugha         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Because of Hair; the dichotomy of Culture and Identity.

My work takes a critical view of the social, political and cultural issues 

relating to hair and the relevance of hair in both black and western culture. 

I deconstruct and evaluate my relationship to Nigeria, my place of birth, 

and use hair as a way of reconnecting the past into the present. Through 

performance, I adopt many personalities that explore, through the rituals of 

body movement, a connection to my memories of growing up in Nigeria. Hair 

thus acts as an intercessor and as a subject – my work becomes multifaceted.  

It is both personal and collective.



The Naked Lunch - mixed media (print, ink, collage and digital), 59x84

Ben Faircloth       

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I work largely with mixed media, incorporating monoprint, painting, ink 

drawing, collage and digital media in my endeavour to create an original and 

distinctive illustration style. My influences range from German Expressionism 

and outsider art through to underground comics and B-movies. My intention 

as an illustrator is to use the atmosphere of a text as the foundation for my 

work, rather than creating a literal interpretation. From the leftfield humour 

of John Toole’s ‘A Confederacy of Dunces’ to the existential horror of William 

Burrough’s ‘The Naked Lunch’, my aim is to try to illustrate the essence rather 

than the story.



Table For One, watercolour and paper collage, 30x42 

Ottilie Fine          

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Working with textural watercolour and paper cutting, I have illustrated ‘Miss 

Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children’, a novel by Ransom Riggs. Set in Wales 

both in 1940 and the present day, the book concerns a young boy named Jacob 

who is transported from his normal life into a world of mystery and intrigue, 

meeting other children with strange and peculiar abilities. Reflecting the text, I 

strive for something startling and out of the ordinary, excited by the prospect of 

portraying a story enriched by my own interpretations, ideas and influences.



Discovery, digital print, 30x42

Hannah Floate         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I’ve always been interested in digital art and this final year studying Illustration 

has really allowed me to experiment and find my own style. In particular, I’ve 

been working with Adobe Illustrator and using vectors to create my final 

works. I have chosen to illustrate Justin Cronin’s ‘The Passage’, a sci-fi horror 

novel set in the near future. I aimed to create colourful and dramatic scenes 

by chiefly looking at the contrasts between light and dark to produce striking 

illustrations that recreate the story in a visually interesting way.



Looking South Across the Bay, oil on canvas, 40x40

Sophie Fraser         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

The work explores my relationship with the landscape. The aim is to capture 

my initial gut reaction to a scene (which one may never experience in the 

same way again), and to harness that feeling of energy. Through bold mark 

making and a strong use of rich colour I wish to evoke an essence of the 

subject matter, and a memorable image. Currently, I am working on a series of 

landscape pieces that investigate the moorland and the coastal areas of west 

Cornwall and west Wales, portraying these places in an invigorating way.



Trapped, digital photograph, 11x15.5

Rachel George      

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My work is focussed on representing mental illness through the medium 

of photography. In particular I’m concerned with depression and anxiety, 

drawing inspiration from my own experiences and battles with each. Through 

this series I have explored my emotions and my changing mind-frames during 

my most difficult and vulnerable moments. My continuing aim is to further 

understand myself and my illness, as well as bringing awareness to unaffected 

people in an effort to end the stigma that surrounds mental illness in society. 

Above all, this project is about self discovery and acceptance.



Allt Wen, Tanybwlch I, etching, 30x42 

Amanda Gibson         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I am interested in the processes that shape the landscape.  In the weathering 

processes of erosion and deposition, forms and surfaces can be transformed 

into something new: the process is simultaneously destructive and creative.

Time is inherent in the nature of process, and in the erosive forces at work 

in creating the landscape there is the presence of the ancient, of something 

beyond ourselves.  At the same time, erosion and weathering suggest a 

metaphor for the human condition where life’s experiences erode and shape 

body, mind and spirit – perhaps into something of greater interest and beauty.



The Modern Day North, digital photograph, 38x25

Fiona Graham          

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

This is a view from my hometown of Manchester. In essence, these street 

photographs are a document of the contemporary social, cultural and 

economic aspects of this area of England, as well as representing my personal 

attachment to the North. I digitally shot my candid photographs at stomach 

level, capturing whatever I found in front of me and wasn’t fully aware of what 

I’d captured until I was home. All the photographs are choreographed by 

chance, a vision of day to day life in Manchester and the surrounding areas, 

capturing the colour, chaos, or calm in Northern society.



Tarot Card - The Magician, acrylic, 7.5x10.5

Emily Grove         

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Llenyddiaeth Saesneg/ BA Fine Art and English Literature

As an illustrator, I have created a series of tarot cards painted in a style 

reminiscent of the 1920 and 30s. This period has always appealed to me as it 

reflected society’s challenge to Victorian doctrines through art, lifestyle and 

fashion. In effect, the cards showcase of the glamour and bohemian lifestyle 

of this period.  For this series, it was my ambition to transform the cards, which 

each represent a specific concept, into my own contemporary style whilst still 

retaining the essence of their traditional symbolic meanings. 



Landscapes with a Lens, darkroom photograph, 13x20

Samantha Halford        

BA  Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

The subject matter of my work is predominantly landscape with a focus on 

natural forms and areas of land with a striking visual structure or landmark. 

I am interested in creating ‘atmosphere’ or capturing a ‘spirit of place’ and 

I’ve achieved this by focussing on natural forms, trees and woodland areas 

in particular. Compositionally, my work can be fairly simple and minimalistic 

however, this allows me to focus more specifically on texture and structure to 

better accentuate this genius loci.



Consumed By Darkness, darkroom print, 10x15

Abigail Hanson-Gardner          

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Dare to Dream is a series of photographs, layered images produced by 

reloading the same film into my camera twice. I started this project by asking 

people to share their dreams with me; what they saw, how they felt, and how 

they still feel when thinking back to that certain dream. Once I had these, I 

started to think of ways I could image-imagine them. When you think back to 

your dreams not everything is clear, or makes sense, and so I wanted to create 

images that were not perfectly clear but rather shared a sense of that distant 

place, the dream.



Figure in Landscape #1, photography, 25x20

Eleanor Grace Huguet         

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Daearyddiaeth Ddynol / BA Fine Art and Human Geography

The idea of uncertainty, fear and the unknown, is something I wanted to 

represent within my work; this is accentuated through the use of a number 

of darkroom manipulation techniques. Within these landscape constructs, 

man’s presence is one that is recessive, dwarfed by the larger, often looming 

geography around it. My photographs aim to suggest the insignificance and 

transience of the human race within the dominant natural environment. 



Ruth 1, pencil, ink and marker on paper, 24x31

Lydia Iliff         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

In my illustrations for the Old Testament Book of Ruth, I have chosen to 

illustrate events from Ruth’s life, and put her into the modern day world -  the 

happy events alongside those that are more sombre. I endeavoured in these 

drawings to express Ruth’s feelings as revealed in her face when challenged by 

the trials that confronted her, showing Ruth grow as a person over many years.



Student Body, relief print, 38x56

Isaac Jackson          

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

What do we see when we feel?



Jwg Tŷ Gwyn, collograph

Cadi Fflur Jenkins         

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes / BA Fine Art and History

Cefais fy ngeni ger Llangrannog. Roedd hanes, yr iaith Gymraeg, diwylliant a 

thraddodiad yn bwysig yn yr ardal ac i’m nheulu. ac yn rhan bwysig ohonof 

a chredaf bod hyn yn cael ei adlewyrchu yn fy ngwaith. Ysbrydolwyd fi gan y 

profiad o fyw yng Nghymru ac yn benodol gan fy nheulu a’r diwylliant Cymraeg. 

I was born and raised near Llangrannog in Ceredigion, where history, the 

Welsh language and culture are important and relevant. Welsh culture and 

the family is the inspiration for this work, which explores heritage through the 

iconography and domesticity of tableware and The Welsh Dresser.



Rita, acrylic on canvas board, 25x30

Amelia Jenkinson         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My interest in portraiture was triggered by my admiration of the figurative 

painter’s ability to give the human form a sense of presence. This is a challenge 

which is central to my work, as I attempt to capture the unique character 

and energy of each person I paint.  My paintings demonstrate both a desire 

to portray a likeness, whilst also preserving a degree of spontaneity in paint 

application that gives the portrait a sense of life and movement. 



River Senegal, acrylic on canvas, 183x152

Rebecca Jones         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Working experimentally and expressively with paint, I aim to produce work 

that is versatile and dynamic.  Frustrations and eureka moments which 

emanate from my everyday experiences are enhanced by these working 

processes and subsequently my style becomes profoundly expressive. The 

endless aim is to respond to the poignant experiences in life - as a person and 

as an artist.



Painting No. 36, acrylic on board, 15x21

Sophie Kirkwood         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

‘50 versions of myself ’ is a collection of paintings intended to give a glimpse 

into the life of a young woman. These ‘self-expressions’ reflect the passing 

of time and the changing of emotions. My paintings are a daily offering to 

myself, they are diverse with subtle differences and variations reflecting the 

influence of my sentiments and surroundings. Each is a fragment that comes 

together to amalgamate those conflicting elements of personality that shape 

a person’s identity. They are about the battle of vanity versus the truth, and the 

constantly changing perception of one’s self. 



Carwyn, oil on canvas, 41x43

Ruth Kitchen          

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

‘My work is purely autobiographical... It is about myself and my surroundings’. 

Lucian Freud.

Like Freud, I document my life by painting the people that form and shape it; 

some transient, some permanent, but all crucial. I have always been drawn to 

portraiture; I am interested in the possible stories behind the most subtle of 

human expressions and hope to portray it through my painterly impasto style.



A Realization of My Dreams: Don’t Leave Me Here Alone, acrylic on paper, 40x57

Katey Kray         

BA Celfyddyd Gain ac Addysg/ BA Fine Art and Education

From a young age, every night’s sleep has brought me dreams and nightmares 

more elaborate than I could put into words. I grew to anticipate a night’s sleep 

where I would be transported into worlds both beautiful and terrifying. In my 

work I picture those dreams, recreating in acrylic paints scenes from a myriad 

of worlds. I aim to capture their essence and emphasize their often-juxtaposed 

themes: loveliness and death, innocence and despair, curiosity and emptiness. 

The intention is to portray what these dreams have shown me: there is beauty 

in terror, and repugnance in light.



I‘d like to hear, mixed media, 10x15

Aleksandra Krolik 
        
BA Celfyddyd Gain ac Astudiaethau Senograffi  /  
BA Fine Art and Sceneographic Studies

My work is a personal tribute to human creativity expressed through the 

words of Julio Cortàzar, one of the greatest writers of the twentieth century. 

Inspired by his desire to return to instinct, intuition, and magic, I have 

endeavoured to put his poetic theories into material artwork. Working in 

mixed media - from watercolours and printmaking to digital painting - I have 

designed a unique daily planner. A planner of moments that originally lasted 

for a second is drawn out and altered, blending with the events, creating 

sensuous new landscapes that are constantly moving and transforming.



Duvetday, video installation

Kate Largan          

BA Celfyddyd Gain ac Amgueddfeydd ac Orielau Astudiaethau /  
BA Fine Art and Museum and Gallery Studies

My work focuses on ‘the self ’ and the viewer’s relationship to ‘my self ’. In the 

project ‘duvetday’, I am the subject, object and author. You, the audience and I, 

are all complicit and willing voyeurs. 

A series of videos, filmed using a hand held mobile phone, have explored 

inside, underneath, on top of and around my body in my bed, in my bedroom. 

I take you on a private journey; you visit my scars, bruises, the folds of my flesh, 

the weave of my blanket, the rose pattern on my sheet…



Self Portrait, acrylic on canvas, 30x40

Hanna Lindstrom          

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I might as well read aloud from my personal diary as talk in detail about my work. 

I began with self-portraits not necessarily as a way to deal with depression, but, 

rather, to confront the question of personal identity: Who am I? It is a search that 

may lead nowhere. The answer, if one even exists, is like the self – provisional and 

inconsistent. By themselves, the portraits are but fragments of that self. Together 

they make up not an answer but, perhaps, a clue.



Anonymous, acrylic on MDF board, 100x100

Topsy Llewelyn-Jones         

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes / BA Fine Art and History

Like the Expressionists and Pop Artists, my inspiration comes from the modern 

world. These portraits are of individuals associated with urban subcultures. 

The high-saturation palette, which is a natural progression from the colour 

character of my earlier work, both links and distinguishes them. I have used 

brushes and a palette knife to produce abstract marks with the intention 

of creating portraits that reflect the edginess and intensity of the sitters’ 

personality rather more than their physical likeness.



Paros 14 – 2, acrylic on canvas, 102x102

Peter Lock         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I spent thirty-five years as a very successful Graphic Designer. Now, I paint 

for myself.  My paintings are flatly painted, geometric, and economical in 

structure, while not lacking in anything concerned with their subject. I see 

them not as abstractions but, rather, as distilled representations of my view 

of life. My outlook on the world is rather different to that of most people, due 

to my partial blindness, and also the changes that have had an impact on my 

life since having had a stroke nine years ago.  My paintings are an important 

expression of my new view of life.



Latent Presence, portraits projected through smoke, 45x29

Emma Maar        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I have recently come to fully appreciate photography’s ability to capture and 

preserve light as testimony of the past, as Susan Sontag notes; “the photograph 

of the missing being, will touch me like the delayed rays of a star”. Essentially, the 

photograph functions as a record of existence, aiding our acceptance and 

understanding of the nature of time, memory, loss, and presenting us with the 

reality of our own vulnerability. The notion that our photographs will persist 

where we shall cease is what Roland Bathes refers to as “flat death”.  It is in this 

regard every photograph captured can essentially be viewed as an image of a 

‘spectre’.   



D(3)xD(3), aluminium photo-plate lithograph, 40x40

David Mason         

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Mathmateg / BA Fine Art and Maths

Heavily influenced by mathematics throughout my degree, my work has 

moved into the realm of mathematical investigation itself. By tackling ideas 

of Group Theory, which I currently study for my degree, I exhibit genuine 

discovery and investigation complete with the confusion, exasperation and 

elation of struggling to come to an understanding of my subject matter. 

I cannot trust that the beauty of the subject matter is as self evident to my 

audience as it is to me; so I engage with the work artistically creating a stand-

alone visual statement. Yet the mathematics is always prominently visible.



The Village, mixed media installation

Harriet McDevitt-Smith          

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I have spent my third year designing and developing a world that is 

completely my own. This world is both anywhere and nowhere. I have never 

attempted model making on such a big scale before, it has turned out to be a 

very intricate and intuitive process. And also, one of self discovery in skill, craft 

and on a much more personal level.



Catch 22 (detail), digital print, 24x35

Bethan McDougall          

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

As a designer of book covers, I have sought to overcome the many clichés 

that have been prevalent in past publications. It is important for me to reflect 

the principal themes of the book and to deal with the emotion or the moral 

compass of the chosen texts. My graphic style of illustration comprises 

minimalist forms within tightly structured and balanced compositions. 

Influenced by Saul Bass, Olly Moss and video game graphics, my cover designs 

involve carefully chosen fonts and precision-placed typographic elements that 

have equal importance to the image they accompany.



Estrangement, digital photograph, 136x90

Rachael McMahon          

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Mathmateg / BA Fine Art and Maths

Abandoned quarries and mines had plenty of life and now only nature and 

history remains. Solemnity echoes from the rock faces with the loss of a 

human presence. A damaged landscape is attempting to recover. Artefacts are 

etched out of the landscape and the daunting mass of the harsh environment 

surrounds me, offering an edgy tranquillity and estrangement from the 

modern world. The presence of man can be seen through forceful marks and 

large bore holes. These powerful places remind me that change and survival 

are possible after being left alone by those that have passed through our lives.



Ovum Series, clear casting resin, various sizes

Francesca Meath        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I work with casting processes through which I am able to extract organic 

marks, surfaces and characteristics from natural forms. The casts expose an 

abstracted and fragmented impression of the original object; transforming it 

into something new and unique both revealing and concealing its heritage.



Saint Michael’s Place, aquatint on copper, 20x29

Emilia Nardiello        

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Mathmateg / BA Fine Art and Maths

Through the medium of printmaking I aim to convey the sense of foreboding 

that is felt when alone at night. That dark streets and alleyways are filled with 

shadows – is suggestive of unknown people hiding, watching or waiting – for 

you. Figures in the images help to create the feeling of loneliness and unease, 

leaving the viewer to create scenarios for themselves.

Using aquatinted copper plates, I work from dark to light, drawing, scraping 

and burnishing detail and highlights to allow the image, to literally emerge 

from the darkness.  Subtle tones hint at figures and details that are not 

immediately noticeable, as they appear from the shadows. 



Second Skin, paper, 440cm

Corina Nicu         

A Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

The paper dress is a material representation of the immaterial quality of 

memory. Its design and pattern refer to my past experiences. The dress has 

become a thread of continuity between my past, present and future self. It is a 

self that can be shed and left behind, like a second skin.



A View of the Castle and Playground on a Sunny Day, photograph, 48x44

Andrew Noel          

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Llenyddiaeth Saesneg/ BA Fine Art and English Literature

Having previously worked in the field of street photography, I wanted to 

extend these explorations of the everyday and the candid, by using colour 

film photography but with an alternative edge. Focusing on the town of 

Aberystwyth, I photographed the streets, day and night. With the likes of Billy 

Monk and Walker Evans as inspiration, I’ve attempted to capture the hidden 

and the ‘other’ lurking in front of our very eyes, all with distorted colours, dark 

occlusions and mysterious cut offs.



Mackerel and Plate, oil on canvas, 50x90

Chelsea Orme-Williams          

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

He knelt down gently all on a stone 

   And it’s through the pane he has whispered slowly 

My darling dear, do you lie alone

   She’s raised her head from her down-soft pillow

And snowy were her milk-white breasts

    Saying, Who’s that, who’s that at my bedroom window

Disturbing me from my long night’s rest



Pinhole Photography, gelatin silver prints & mixed medium

Stephanie Mia Parry         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Give me a shoebox, tin or even some cheap jewellery and eventually I will 

make a pinhole camera. I create cameras from these objects because I like to 

construct and create, it’s something I have always done since I was a child. 

The pictures that are produced by these cameras vary in size depending 

on the camera used. I prefer to keep the image direct, without alterations, 

keeping the simplicity of the basic functions of the camera. Due to the long 

exposure this camera needs, movement is captured underlining the notion of 

photograph as time fragment.



Lunch with the In-laws (detail), micron pen on paper, 38x22

Bogdana Peeva         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My illustrations are for the dark fairy tales and mythological plots, especially 

those characterized by rich imagery and fictional creatures, the best 

examples of which form part of my heritage - my native Bulgarian folklore. 

In my artworks, a decorative style  harmoniously coexists with a convincing 

distortion of reality; my scenes and characters are submerged in the intricate 

detail which builds the worlds that they inhabit. As a result, I try to develop 

a personal definition of beauty by following the correlation between chaos 

and order and exploring the dialogue between the aesthetics of geometry, 

symmetry and accuracy, as opposed to the uniqueness and imperfection of 

living creatures.



Untitled, photograph, 56x80

Marie G Pierre        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I expose the boards to the natural elements to soak before pouring on washes 

of paint. Thus, the colours interact directly on the boards producing organic 

fusions that are constantly shifting during the slow natural evaporation 

process. I document it in series of macro-photographs focusing on small 

sections of my paintings that I enlarge. I also assemble thousands of 

frozen moments into animations in order to share my visual experience of 

the expansion of the pigments across the surface of my paintings. While 

experimenting with this cross-disciplinary approach, I have gained a new 

perspective on my work. 



The Self in Situ: Consummation, pinhole photography, 20x20

Helen Plenderleith       

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf / BA Fine Art and Art History

My work has centred on the themes of home and personal space during my 

time in Aberystwyth born out of feelings of transience and alienation towards 

both Aberystwyth and my hometown, Coventry. These feelings led me to 

a form of self-exploration through the landscape as photograph. Using the 

Welsh landscape within my work and working in the land gave me a sense 

of belonging and understanding which has brought me to where I am now; 

searching for a form of completion and wholeness through delicate and 

intimate self-portraits. I have opened myself like a book to be read.



Fluxus, projected digital images

Elizabeth Prew        

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf / BA Fine Art and Art History

Butoh Flux is the exploration of perceived movement within stills. A Japanese 

performance art, Butoh primarily uses stoic, jagged movements with extreme 

contortion of facial expressions. The projections are creations that have been 

manipulated through various digital enhancement techniques, so that the 

true aesthetic of flux is captured. The aesthetic of Butoh Flux aims to convey 

the ideal of one looking inside oneself. Fluxus is not only the perceived 

physical movement, but also the constant psychological transitions one 

experiences throughout life. The use of multiple exposures not only represents 

the literal sense of conversion, but also the figurative aspect. 



Image 34, pinhole image/solargraph, 23x15

David Price        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My practice is focused on exposures that often span across months and even 

seasons. Known as Solargraphy, I use pin hole cameras to record the path of 

the sun across the sky. Each image processes its own story written in silver 

creating unique shapes drawn from the flow of time.



Artificial and Organic, darkroom print, 14x22

Rebecca Pryce        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

There’s nothing more exciting to me than when my lens becomes my eye. The 

camera presents an honest expression of my experiences in a manner that, 

for me, no other medium can match. My images of disused structures are not 

meant to depict a particular place but present to the viewer a glimpse of the 

inconceivable. Abundant tone, texture and contrast drew me to photograph 

abandoned buildings. With negative combination techniques in the darkroom 

there is a marriage of the organic and artificial. The product is a haunting, 

dream-like image that suggests something that is ‘other’.



Medusa, digital painting, 29x42

Holly Raddy       

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I have always been fascinated by illustrated books and the idea of translating 

and interpreting the author’s words and worlds into visual images. No two 

interpretations are ever quite alike. I am particularly drawn to the rich imagery 

to be found in science fiction and fantasy writing. For this exhibition I have 

illustrated Phillip Reeve’s ‘Mortal Engines’, a post-apocalyptic adventure story 

in which civilisations have risen and fallen and mechanised cities hunt each 

other down across the former Eurasian continent. I had been rather spoilt for 

choice by the immense variety of images conjured by the novel.



Bristol’s Harbourside: Cargo crane No.1, reductive relief print on paper, 53x76

Megan Rees        

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf / BA Fine Art and Art History

I am attracted and inspired by the architecture of the built environment. My 

fascination with structural forms has influenced my latest series of prints 

entitled ‘Bristol’s Harbourside’. The prints focus on the few remaining cargo 

cranes situated alongside the city docks and symbolically represent Bristol’s 

maritime past.  

My work explores structural vulnerability through compositional fragmentation 

and print manipulation; transforming two dimensional prints into three 

dimensional sculptures. The works I have selected for this exhibition comprise 

of three limited edition relief prints accompanied by three sculptures.



Shere Khan, acrylic on paper, 20x25

Francesca Roberts         

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

For millennia, the relationship between humans and the animal kingdom has 

fascinated visual artists and storytellers. This bond has been fundamental to 

my work as an illustrator. Rudyard Kipling’s ‘The Jungle Book’ has provided 

a challenging subject as I endeavour to capture the rapport between the 

animals and young Mowgli. I have produced the illustrations from the 

viewpoint of Mowgli, allowing the reader to experience the story though his 

eyes on his journey through the Jungle.  In so doing, I have created intimate 

scenes that focus on the details that are borne of the child’s close contacts 

with the animals. 



The Act of Waiting, oil on wooden board, 30x30

Catherine Rogers        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My artwork is about waiting. I portray women truthfully by putting them in a 

situation we all experience. We have all at one time or another been in a room 

on our own, waiting. The paintings raise questions, about her character, what 

she is waiting for and where she is. The paintings are deliberately ambiguous 

for the viewer to impose their own meanings and answers. 



IX, aquatint 7x7

Nikki Rothwell       

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I have had a long-standing interest in buildings, particularly ruined buildings. 

I have often wondered where this fascination stemmed from. Recently I 

began studying the module Gothic Imagination and it was through this that I 

understood why ruined buildings have captivated me for so long.

The natural beauty of a landscape is often spoiled and destroyed by 

industrialism. When Cwmystwyth Mines eventually closed and fell into 

disrepair, the landscape, now scarred, slowly started to destroy the manmade 

objects through natural forces. Looking at this landscape, I intend to explore 

the Gothic through the traditional medium of Printmaking.



Getting better (detail of diptych), acrylic and oil on two canvases, 170x210 

Sandra Sagan        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

A sense of rhythm has always been significant to me both as an artist and as 

a musician. It is a way of exploring my life and myself. I generally start with a 

very expressive, almost automatic kind of painting that comes straight from 

my head. 

This is subsequently covered by semi-transparent layers in which I try to find 

a sense of continuity and rhythm. I am painting an experience, not a picture. 

I want people to come up close to my paintings so that they can experience 

their varied surfaces, with marks and scratches shining through the layers.



Metamorphose Circle, screenprint, 40x40

Elizabeth Salmon      

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I draw inspiration from the beauty of nature. However, this year I have been 

struck by a worrying occurrence that has been increasingly documented in 

the news; the decline in bee numbers across the world.

Since 2012 the number of honey bees lost in England has more than 

doubled. The multiple image base in my work not only reflects the extent of 

their spiraling decline, but also imprints on the viewer’s mind the dramatic 

possible implications.

In my screen-prints, the representation of a bee gradually morphing into a 

human skull symbolises how our lives depend on their fate.  



FGM, digital painting, 21x29

Charlotte Sandmael        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Most of my paintings float somewhere between portraits and illustrations; 

a good story is driven by strong characters and so is my work. My main 

influences are video games and Japanese comics and cartoons. I prefer to 

work digitally because of the endless possibilities; sometimes I aim for a 

traditional and painterly look and other times I embrace the characteristics of 

digital art, depending on the subject matter.



Into the Shadows, installation

Belinda Smith        

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf / BA Fine Art and Art History

In this work survivors of an important collection have been reunited.  

Appealing to the senses of sound and sight, delicate stars of the live 

installation project Fragility, made in December 2013, are preserved. As a 

tribute to their debut appearance, the vulnerable individuals are now eternally 

un-silenced, documented and archived. Campanology provides visitors with 

a uniquely personal viewing experience whilst it endeavors to catalogue a 

sculptural ensemble of pealing glass bells.  



Psalm 42, Japanese vinyl, 42x59

Katie Stead        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My relief prints are based upon the Psalms. Conveying an interpretation rather 

than an overall representation: the compositions for these prints comprise 

of wild animals seen in the natural environment – reflecting the notion in 

Genesis, that everything is God’s creation. 

In printmaking I focus mainly on pattern and how variable cutting of 

different marks and line can produce a range of tone and texture. Inspired 

by decorative patterns and borders used from the Victorian period to Art 

Nouveau – these prints employ the simple use of line to create the most 

effective pattern.



The Patchwork of Life , collograph and stitch, 90x90

Miriam Storey        

BA Celfyddyd Gain a Gwyddeleg / BA Fine Art and Irish

My work this year has focused upon the passage of time, culminating in the 

exploration of the concept of decomposition and regeneration. Inspired by 

an old photograph, which provides the central image for my quilt of prints, 

I have been excited to try collagraph for the first time, as it provides a great 

opportunity for me to incorporate my love of textiles within printmaking. It is 

the physicality of the process that most attracts me to printmaking, and I have 

had great fun throughout the entire generation of this piece, from the initial 

sketches to stitching it all together.



See People, digital print

Hannah Stringer        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My recent work deals with issues surrounding mental health.  Mindful that 

there are many ways of tackling a problem, the resulting artwork explores the 

irony of creating something about being open-minded, while being grounded 

in the rigid context of present day self-help guides. These reflect heavily upon 

the importance of the self as a factor in the creation, realisation and resolution 

of various mental ailments. Questioning whether it is acceptable to view 

people as one thing or another and then to apply labels, the work asks you to 

consider whether you see monsters, victims or potential saviours when you 

look at people? Or can all three exist in one person?



Untitled, screenprint, 42x59

Steffan Thomas      

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I enjoy screen-printing, especially experimenting with overprinting colour 

and also occasionally working into the prints afterwards, sometimes altering 

them with watercolour, acrylic paint, oil pastels, charcoal, biro and other 

different media. 

The subject of my prints is “emotional monsters” - the characters and 

compositions of which begin as doodles in my sketchbook. I find the nature 

of drawing to be very cathartic and the situations and characters that I 

draw often come from a personal feeling or conflict in my life. I think that 

it is important to be honest in your work and this has helped me remain 

passionate about my prints.



Phantom Faces, digital print, 42x59

Maria Tilt        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I am fascinated by the capacity of music to affect our perception of character. 

In Boublil and Schönberg’s musical adaptation of Victor Hugo’s ‘Les Misérables’, 

many diverse and complex characters are linked to one another through 

an intricate story. Inspired by my love of music, and my interest in picturing 

human character, I set out though digital painting to envision that same sense 

of emotion, passion and depth of character that I experience whilst listening 

to the songs. I sought to accomplish this through focusing upon facial 

expression, body language, and intense but varied atmospheric lighting.



Trouble in Terror Town, oil on mountboard, 40x51

Mike George Harvey Tucker      

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I have an affinity for film grain which possesses a nostalgic quality for me.  I 

grew up watching television on VHS tapes before the ‘High Definition’ age 

and the act of painting film grain is my way of creating a metaphor for a 

near-obselete analogue medium which is slowly losing the battle with high 

definition television. Grainy images have a way of characterising memories 

and nightmares in real life, which in itself is a paradoxical quality, in that the 

clarity of truth is saturated in grainy obscurity and not high definition.   



Evil Count Arnau, print of a digital illustration, 42x30

Olga Ventura        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

The story of the ‘Evil Count Arnau’ is among many traditional Catalan tales 

that have been under appreciated and only rarely illustrated for children. It 

has been my intention to illustrate for modern audiences this important and 

undervalued part of my Catalan heritage, demonstrating the cultural richness 

and mainstream relevance of traditional folk lore. This has involved me 

translating each story into English as I work concurrently on digitally picturing 

the illustrations. It is my ultimate intention to produce a series of short books 

that together will form an anthology of Catalan tales.



Old Systems Digital photograph 44” x 29.9”

Claire Ward       

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My work is situated in an ephemeral place: ‘The point at which land meets 

the landscape’.

I am exploring the root of my identity, by investigating the missing pieces 

found in indigenous cultures. 

The inspiration at the moment is drawn from my own backyard here in Wales. 

I am interrogating my internal landscape, which is deeply influenced by a 

modern, western upbringing, and then placing it in the rural land that greets 

my back door. 

The photographic medium allows me to follow the sometimes-paradoxical 

route of thought. Each image leads into the next but also stands on its own 

and some manifest in a series.



Tianzi Resort, oil on linen canvas, 144x85

Tom Waring       

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

In much the same way that one uses the surface of this planet for vacation or 

just a stroll around a garden, I like to view my works as escapes that leave the 

quotidian well behind. These poetic counter worlds embrace the Romantic, 

beautiful and fairytale aspects of places we might desire, without forgetting 

the problems that can lie behind such idylls. The glitz, glamour and luxury 

proposed by glossy magazines and travel brochures can easily become 

hedonistic and excessive. That’s why I feel my works hover between an 

adventure in paradise and a cheap, sugar-coated Magaluf package holiday.



Self-Portrait, graphite, 36x29

Joshua Waterhouse       

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

I would describe myself as a hyper-realist portrait artist, striving to depict the 

humanity and physicality of my sitters.  My aim is to capture a likeness through 

an interpretation of the visceral nature of flesh, materials, textures, colours 

and light. I represent a snapshot in time, and a magnifying glass with which to 

view it. Brought closer, sometimes invading the personal space of the sitter, I 

invite the viewer to scrutinize my subjects in minute detail, and perceive them 

in a new, uncompromising light.



This is who we are, etching, 30x48

Sarah Watkins        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

Our planet is covered in wondrous diversity with wildlife being one of the 

most varied creations we will ever witness. We are fortunate to be able to 

witness this beauty but how long will it remain with species becoming 

extinct each year? The work I produce looks at the animal kingdom and the 

cruelty it faces. This cruelty is shown through ropes tied around their mouths 

and hooks piercing their skin. Subtle as these things are in my prints they are 

there to represent the fact that animals are often brutalised with no voice of 

their own to protest.  



Paint, acrylic and ink on MDF, 5x5 and 83x130

Tali Wilson        

BA Celfyddyd Gain / BA Fine Art

My work deals with aesthetics of paint and marks. Using a limited colour 

palette and a series of marks based around the properties of calligraphic 

brush handling, I invite the viewer to focus upon those properties singularly 

and in their multiple variations. Despite the scale of the artwork in total, 

the juxtaposition of small, multiple components encourages the viewer to 

consider closely the impasto textures and delicate balance of colour.  In so 

doing, the boundaries that can exist between a painting and its viewer are 

broken down.   








